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CHRISTIE ROADSTER X6 PLAYS MALAYSIA’S 
FIRST COMPUTER GRAPHICS MOVIE 

 
- The powerhouse projector is ready to stun members of the media and entertainment 

industry at the premier of “Pendekar the Movie” - 
 

 
MALAYSIA, Kuala Lumpur – (June 27, 2002) – Christie, manufacturer of high 
performance projection systems, announces that its Roadster X6 projector will play the first 
computer graphics illustration feature movie in the history of Malaysia known as “Pendekar 
the Movie”. 
 
“The production has caused ripples of excitement in the industry and we have received 
overwhelming response from the industry for its first screening,” said Mr Chew Kia Saun, 
Director, Motion Planet Productions. “I was impressed with the reliability of Christie’s 
projectors during the Cannes Film Festival in France and specifically looked for a Christie 
projector to play at this premier.” 
 
Hitecindo Kharisma (HIKA), Christie’s partner in Malaysia, will install the Christie X6 in 
front of a 150” Stewart screen for the premier on 1st July 2002.  The projector will play 
the100-min production to approximately 100 journalists, two broadcast stations and key 
members of the media and entertainment industry. 
 
“I recommended Christie X6 for its brightness of 6000 ANSI lumens and its film-like 
image quality,” said Mr CK Lum, General Manager, Hitecindo Kharisma (M) Sdn Bhd.  “It 
is also a favourite among rental stagers worldwide and will have no problem bringing out 
the best of the movie”. 
 
Roadster X6 is a powerhouse projector that outputs a staggering brightness by way of a 
1200W Xenon Cermax Illumination System.  Its 3-chip DLP™ technology enables the user 
to take the full advantage of its digital capabilities. Fitted with a digital interface, the 
Roadster X6 can project a digital signal from source to screen without signal conversion.   
 
“Pendekar the Movie” is produced in the Malay language. It will be distributed to homes in 
DVD and VCD format. For more details, call Motion Planet Products at (603) 9130 1608. 
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About Motion Planet Production 
Motion Planet Production was initially involved in acquiring copyrights from oveaseas 
studios for distribution in Malaysia and Singapore.  Some of them include copyrights from 
movie studios and production houses in Hollywood, Hong Kong and India.  Consequently, 
Motion Planet Production carved itself a niche in the market with successful acquisitions 
and distribution of some of the major titles in the movies and entertainment industry.  In 
recognition of the demand, Motion Planet Production ventured into movie production, and 
one of the spin-offs is the creation of Cine Art Production House Sdn Bhd, incorporated for 
the purpose of making locally-produced movies.   
 
Motion Planet Production together with Cine Art took the opportunity of the ever 
increasing demand for locally-produced movies to generate hit Malay movies such as 
Block 404, Laman Maut, Pembunuh Misteri, Tangisan Romeo, KEM 505 to name a few.  
These titles are of thriller and horror genre, Motion Planet Production plans to produce 
more such films, and its latest production entitled “Pendekar The Movie” (Generasi Baru), 
the 1st computer graphic illustration feature Malay movie in Malaysia which has scheduled 
to be released in July.  At the moment, our movies dubbing in different languages are 
already available in Hong Kong, Singapore, Brunei, Thailand, Indonesia and even China.  
While importance is Motion Planet Production always seek to establish a network of 
business premises to sell VCDs and DVDs of the company under one brand-name and to 
produce world-class movies so that “Made in Malaysia” movies will become a popular 
household name in Asian families, parallel to, if not better than those produced by Hong 
Kong, Japan and lately Korean TV drama. 
 
About Hitecindo Kharisma (M) Sdn Bhd 
Hitecindo Kharisma or HIKA is a visual solutions provider for immersive visualization, 
control rooms, cinemas and presentation venues. HIKA provides the necessary components 
and integrates them into a system to best address visual communication needs. HIKA is 
incorporated in Malaysia in 1997. 
 
About Christie  
Christie is a world leader in high-performance projection solutions for cinema, control 
rooms, rental staging, 3D, immersive environments, meeting rooms, conference rooms and 
fixed installation environments. Christie has more than 70 years expertise in providing film 
projection technology to the cinema industry and more than 25,000 large screen projection 
solutions installed worldwide. As the first DLP Cinema™ licensee, Christie is the first to 
play a leading role in the development of digital cinema projection. Christie is an Academy 
Award recipient for its gearless projectors and has received numerous industry-specific 
awards for DigiPro™, the world’s first DLP Cinema™ projector and the Roadie, the 
world’s first purpose-built rental staging projector. Christie is a jointly-owned subsidiary of 
Ushio America, Inc. and Ushio, Inc. For more information, visit the company’s Web site at 
http://www.christiedigital.com. 
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For more information, please contact:  
Dorina Belu      Derlin Low    
Christie      Christie 
(519) 749-3323     (65) 6877-8739 
dorina.belu@christiedigital.com   derlin.low@christiedigital.com 


